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This study builds knowledge about the possibilities of service design in well-being promoting services in the Finnish public sector through a service design case and related theory. The case of this study, Cultural Exercise, combines culture, exercise and outdoor recreation into a low-threshold service promoting health and well-being. The commissioner of the thesis and the owner of Cultural Exercise is the Recreation Division of the City of Turku.

The study was conducted mainly with qualitative methods. It aimed at reaching for ideas how to improve the service of Cultural Exercise. Through the use of several service design and research methods the current state of the service and its users were analyzed. In parallel also new improvement ideas were received and co-creationally refined for the service. The ideas concluded in possibilities how to raise awareness and appeal of the service to wider audience as well as how to embed design thinking as part of the working practices of the Recreation Division. The collected ideas were embodied and visualized as service blueprints. The ideas will be utilized as the service development of Cultural Exercise continues in summer 2016.

The study also concluded that added emphasis is needed on the well-being promoting services in today's society where people's ill-being is increasing. When effort is placed on the well-being promoting services, the citizens can better support their own health and well-being and gradually the strain on the costly care and rehabilitation will become lighter. Service design absorbs the innovational process of design and its methods as well as the perspective and participation of citizens for whom the services are aimed for. Service design can be seen as well-being promoting activity per se and its possibilities to support the needed development of the public services seem promising.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This thesis is a case study where a service design project was conducted in the public sector environment. Using the theory and methodology of service design and the theory of well-being promoting work in Finland with focus on the impacts of culture and exercise, this research utilizes service design process and methods in order to develop the service with its users and potential users resulting in suggestions how to improve the service. The thesis also evaluates the possibilities of service design in well-being promoting based on the information gained by the research. The research utilizes both qualitative and quantitative methods focusing on the qualitative ones. The commissioner of this thesis and the owner and producer of the case of the thesis, the Cultural Exercise, is the Recreation Division of City of Turku.

In the organization of City of Turku the Recreation Division is responsible for both culture and exercising related services and activities. The other divisions in the city organization are Welfare Division, Property Management Division, Education Division, and Environmental Division. The five divisions together with the Central Administration form the City Administration of the City of Turku. A 15-year vision set by the Turku City Council in June 2014 portrays the City of Turku as a harmonic yet dynamic European culture city which cares for the well-being of its residents; “Turku is an attractive European city of universities and culture and is boldly renewing itself. Turku is a good place to live and succeed together.” (City of Turku web.)

The need of added emphasis for well-being is real. In the second decade of the 21st century the world is an uncertain place where the only matter that is certain is change. The challenges of well-being in Finland are those of a modern, advanced society; unemployment rates are high and increasing, migration causes questions and even fear among the citizens, the inequalities of people grow deeper, the ill-being and marginalization of youth is increasing and the population is aging. In addition to
the challenging situation, also costs and resources are cut everywhere. Finland as a welfare state is facing challenges where new innovative solutions are desperately needed to foster the well-being of citizens in the prevention and resolution of the problems.

The National Design Programme “Muotoile Suomi” of Ministry of Employment and Economy of Finland describes design as a future asset in well-being promoting work. The vision of the programme states: “In 2020, design has enabled the growth of well-being in a world of uncertainty. Design has become a core competence both in private and the public sector. “(Muotoile Suomi 2013, 16.) Service design is a design discipline where services are innovatively developed in cooperation with all the stakeholders, the customer in the center of the development. The view of the service that is developed is built holistically all the factors being acknowledged and evaluated. Service design uses creative problem solving methods derived from traditional product and industrial design. The agile, co-creative process of service design where fast and cost-effective iterative prototyping is utilized ensures services to be developed with lower costs, less silos and the result to be customized for the target audience. (Design Council 2013, 6-9.)

While the private sector has understood the benefit of design in innovation, public sector in general is still rather experimenting and adjusting with it (Lehtonen & Lehto 2014, 20–21). Tuulaniemi (2011, 285–286) points out that Finland is still behind other European countries in using the potential of design in the public sector structures and services and asks why our society would not use a discipline where the knowhow and methods of service development and production are first-class. Mänttäri (2014, 109) reflects one of the motivators of utilizing design and customer-centricity on public sector development should be the costs and resources saved, which can be achieved through removing unnecessary stages of work or improved occupational well-being of the people involved in the service production.
2 THE RESEARCH PLAN AND THE PROCESS
This thesis is an empirical research and development project using methods and process of service design to develop a public sector service that promotes well-being in terms of culture and exercising, Cultural Exercise of the City of Turku. The aim is to produce new ideas in order to develop the service. This will be conducted together with the users of the service in order for the service to become more interesting and appealing. An improved service would encourage wider audience of citizens of different backgrounds to have good experiences by means of culture and exercise. In parallel this thesis also looks into opportunities of service design and design thinking in the context of the public sector well-being promoting services.

Given the aim, the main themes of the theoretical frame of reference (Figure 1) in this thesis are the theory of service design – further on in the public sector city environment – and the selected methods. Additionally, the thesis creates an understanding about well-being and related promoting work in the Finnish frame, focus on the aspects of culture and physical activity. As the service is part of the offering of the City of Turku, the stakeholders of the process are the citizens of Turku and the commissioner organization.

The main research questions guiding the project were the following:

What types of improvement ideas can utilizing service design process and methods bring for the public sector service Cultural Exercise?

What could service design offer for the public sector well-being promoting services?
The process of the thesis (Figure 2), is an application of service design processes which is here described by four stages of “Initiate”, “Investigate”, “Ideate” and “Implement”.

In the first stage of the process, the subject of the thesis is selected and the whole thesis process is initiated. In the following stage, the research plan is created and the execution starts. The research and service design methods are selected and the related activities coordinated. The subject area is researched in detail in order to create a comprehensive understanding of the subject, theories and design problem. In parallel, the stakeholders are investigated thoroughly for the study. This stage includes research and service design methods such as theme interviews, observation, online survey, benchmarking, online ethnography and creating the initial service blueprint.

The following stage is about co-creation and ideation, where the service is being innovationally developed together with its users by means of design probes and brainstorming workshops. Personas are developed to support the ideation process.

The information and insights gathered during the earlier stages of the process will be utilized throughout the design process and eventually reported, analyzed and turned into service blueprints, ideas and recommendations that can be further on utilized by the Recreation Division. The thesis will produce conceptual ideas on how to improve Cultural Exercise experience and create
an understanding what service design can offer for this type of service development in the public sector environment. The thesis does not include prototyping or testing but this is left for the commissioner to continue with in accordance to their resources. In this process, implementation is about concluding the study and ending the process of the thesis.

For the activities of the Recreation Division six focus groups were defined in 2013. The groups consist of socio-economically weakly positioned and or passive citizens and are further segmented to children, youth, working aged grown-ups, seniors, Swedish speaking citizens, multicultural citizens and immigrants. (City of Turku web; Recreation division annual report 2014, 8-9.) When developing the service this perspective will be kept in the background so that the results will keep the service open for people with all backgrounds. Due to the diminishing resources the Finnish public sector is facing, also cost-efficiency is a theme that will be kept in mind with the service development conclusions.
3 SERVICE DESIGN AND THE CITY
3.1 Service Design Thinking

Service design, with its processes and methods derived from the traditions of product design, has been an emerging discipline for some ten years. While gradually establishing, there are still as many interpretations about it as there are books and publications written. Service design is an umbrella term for an interdisciplinary approach of (co-)creative problem solving with a range of tools and methods. As services are intangible, different methods of visualization to turn the abstract into tangible make an important part of service design. The iterative approach helps in identifying the problems early when light prototypes are developed via trial and error. When the problem areas are found and corrected early enough, fewer difficulties will appear after the actual launch and the costs remain lower. The aim of service design is to create services of good quality, which will lead into customer engagement and bring competitive advantage to all the sectors of society. (Tuulaniemi 2011, 58, 63, 114, 126; Stickdorn & Schneider 2011, 28, 34, 148; Mattelmäki 2015, 27.)

Service is a process of actions, or series of actions, existing to solve a problem the customer has. Services are intangible and often produced and experienced in parallel where the customer's role is not that of a passive recipient but active participant in the actual production process of a service as a co-producer of the service. Meaningful in the service are the interactions of people related to the service, the customer and the stakeholders of service provider that together create the service experience. The customer's expectations regarding the service experience are essential for defining and further, improving, the quality of the service. Expectations not met by the customer's experience of the service form a so called quality gap which in order to create a smooth experience should be closed. (Tuulaniemi 2011, 59; Grönroos 2015, 47-51.)
The several slightly different frameworks to describe the service design process all share a similar user-centric, co-creative mindset about researching, visualizing and prototyping before piloting and launching the service with continuous improvement. The process of service design is not really linear but rather an iterative play where proceeding might mean going back and forth the stages of the process – or even start from the scratch – while finding the ways through the fuzzy front-end phase to result. The Design Squiggle (Figure 3) draws this process of so-called design thinking. Design thinking is an important way of thinking and a tool for a service designer. It emphasizes the ability to be empathetic for others and to note the details that others would miss turning these nuances as the source for innovation. Design thinking is about humanity and human centricity. The utilization of user information enables the design of innovative and needed services and solutions for design challenges. Brown additionally states that for design thinking one does not need to be a designer but design thinking provides tools for anyone for problem solving. (Tuulaniemi 2011, 113; Newman 2006; Miettinen 2011, 27; Brown 2009, 4, 49-50.)

Figure 3. The Design Squiggle (Newman 2006).
3.2 City Design and Design for Public Sector

Service design in the public sector city environment is also known as city design. The discipline combines design knowhow into development of cities and their strategies. The potential of service design in the public sector environment is considered hefty while the challenges are real; the resources available are diminishing while population is aging, the amount of working-aged people decreasing and the population is centralized to urban environments causing pressure on public sector services. It is anticipated that 70% of the world’s population lives in urban areas by 2050 thus specific emphasis is needed on the urban environment challenges. Kurronen finds the public sector services that are in the central position for Finnish well-being to be in front of challenges unprecedented. Mänttäri conveys the public sector to have an urge for user-centric mindset where preventive processes and services are developed to solve the customer’s problem more efficiently and replace the current complex setup. (kaupunkimuotoilu.fi; Kurronen 2015, 29; OECD 2012; Mänttäri 2014, 109.)

Muotoile Suomi programme describes service design as one of the centric methods to renew public sector services in a way where costs will be saved while producing services in citizen-centric way also engaging all the stakeholders in the design process and the result. Design Council states that in the current economic situation this is essential as it helps in creating services for the citizens as the creation happens with them. The customer-centric innovation, low-cost prototyping and the agile, iterative approach saves costs while the resulting services become tailored thus valuable, useful and functional for the users. Additionally, Kuusisto and Kuusisto find the core of the customer-centric innovation to be learning from and together with the users of the services. (Muotoile Suomi, 2013, 10; Design Council 2013; Kuusisto & Kuusisto 2015, 173; Lehtonen & Lehto 2014, 22–27.)

“The Public Sector Design Ladder” by Design Council consists of three steps of applying design in the public services (Figure 4). The higher the step, the more value is created. At the first step, service design is not yet embedded in the organizations but the design projects are one-offs from small to larger ones where service designers support the public organization. Projects can deal with wicked problems of society and turn the technology useful for their users. At the second step, public sector employees themselves are applying design thinking fluently in their work and learn to see the problem from the customers’ perspective. Procuring design for greater design efforts gets more straightforward. The highest step is where design thinking is applied by policymakers leading to a unified process where costs are lowered due to prototyping the risky areas and silos are reduced while people are being engaged from the outside. (Design Council 2013, 8-9, 30.)
3.2.1. Citizen Participation in Public Sector Service Design

According to Tekes (The Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation) customers as a resource in the public sector service development are still not utilized efficiently. Kuusisto and Kuusisto as well as Hakio et al. reinforce the perspective stating that customer and active user are a rather new concept in the context of public sector services. The viewpoint of a user in public sector services is changing over time from a passive recipient into the source of ideas and a key operator in the service production. The information and insight that the customer has differs from the perspective of the professional and supports the production of services that meet the needs of the customers while the citizens in today's society have the interest and the knowhow of participating in the development and production of public services. Participation in the creation of services adds the self-accountability and activeness of citizens to care about their own well-being and increases the satisfaction experienced of the services produced as a result. Sitra additionally states that citizens in the current individualized society are willing to be part of the development of public services to have them adjusted to their needs, while participation also promotes their social and psychological well-being. From the service providers perspective the customer-centricity shares the responsibilities, empowers the personnel by better functioning ser-
services and thus adds job satisfaction. (Tekes 2012, 25-29; Sitra 2013, 14; Kuusisto & Kuusisto 2015, 173, 187-188; Hakio et al 2015, 68, Jäppinen 2011, 110.)

Tekes categorizes the participation of customers based on the grade of participation and its depth into four levels. The first stage is about informational participation where the customer is in the role of either giving or receiving information related to the service. At the second stage customers are used for consultation about production of a service. Third stage involves customers into the co-design and development process of services and the final stage makes the customers part of the service production, such as in self-service or peer support groups. (Tekes 2012, 11.) Service design process incorporates in all of the presented levels of citizen participation simultaneously, while all the aspects are important.

3.2.2. Theses of Service Design in Public Sector Environment

Theses where service design is studied in the public sector environment were examined in order to gather background information about the subject. Similar, with an emphasis on service design on a public sector well-being promoting service, was none to be found. There are theoretical theses and those of case studies. As an example, Jarkko Kuronen wrote his Master of Arts study “Muotoilu & kunta: muotoilun lähtökohdat ja mahdollisuudet osana julkisen sektorin uudistamista ” in 2013 about design on the municipal environment of City of Espoo where he discusses the possibilities and challenges of design in the renewal of public sector through two cases. Similarly, Hanna-Riina Vuontisjärvi’s Master’s thesis “Service Design in the Public Sector: Role, Challenge and Good Practice” (2015) examines the role of service design in the public sector environment presenting recommendations for the service designer in the public sector environment. Tuula Jäppinen (2015) researches and creates a citizen participation model for public service in her Master’s thesis “Citizen participation as a systematic development tool in renewing social and healthcare services- a case study in the public service context.

Quite close to this thesis in terms of commissioner and the methodology of service design lands Annaliisa Salmelin’s Master’s thesis (2014) “Successful Service Development in the Public Sector: a Case study of a Service Design Project Carried out in Short-Term Care Services in the Town of Turku” where a service design project was conducted and evaluated for the City of Turku Welfare Division.
3.2.3. City Design in the City of Turku

In the organizations of the City of Turku service design is still rather a new approach of development. The Welfare Division of the City of Turku has conducted a project “Palvelumuotoilulla Parempia Palveluita Riskiryhmille” (PPPR - Better Services through Service Design for Risk Groups) during years 2013-2015 where the target group people of alcohol and substance abuse counseling services were activated in co-creation of new service concepts. The aim of the project was to add the participation, well-being and health of risk groups by changing the service structures to customer-centric ones as well as creating effective and customized services by means of service design. (Niina Jalo 20.5.2015.) Previously mentioned Master’s thesis of Annaliisa Salmelin was written about a part of the project.

The University of Turku and the City of Turku are taking part in a project “Live Baltic Campus” which is coordinated by Metropolia University of Applied Sciences. The project covers five Baltic area universities; Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied Sciences, University of Latvia, University of Tarto, University of Turku, and University of Uppsala. Additionally the City of Helsinki and the Riga Planning Region and as attached partners the City of Turku and Uudenmaan Liitto are involved in the project. The aim of the project is to enforce the functionality and coziness of the Baltic region as well as interdisciplinary cooperation of city planning and design by utilizing the methods of service design. (Live Baltic Campus web.)

In Turku region, and even nationally, one of the biggest initiatives where service design is currently utilized is 6Aika - The Six City – Open and Smart Services Strategy. The six largest cities in Finland, Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa, Tampere, Turku and Oulu, are developing and deploying a new strategy for sustainable city development. SELKO initiative lead by Turku University of Applied Sciences is part of 6Aika strategy with an aim to design an open and user-centric business service entity for Turku region by utilizing methods of service design such as co-creation and overall design thinking. The new business service network will produce easy and clear service offering for all types of businesses. (6Aika web.)

3.3 Challenges of Public Sector Service Design

However good the possibilities of service design in the public sector seem, using designers and design methods in the development of the public sector has its challenges. Mulgan discusses the challenges of design in his publication “Design in Public and Social Innovation” (2014). Mulgan states that terms design and service design in general are found vague with no clear definition. The observations collected during the research process of the thesis support this; service design
indeed is still an unknown discipline causing questions and doubts. The project manager of PPPR mentioned that the City of Turku employees that participated in the service design process of PPPR project were doubtful at the beginning of the process and the term service design was considered as nonsense, even causing irritation in the participants at first. The numerous service design professionals that were encountered during the project were experienced in different manners by the audience depending on their personality and skills. Some were considered lacking the needed skills of utilizing the service design methods efficiently, facilitating the events or understanding the environment of the project organization convincingly enough. (Mulgan 2014, 1-6; Niina Jalo 20.5.2015.)

Also Mulgan highlights that there is not enough training or education for service designers to have the skills the public sector environment would require. He continues that the costs of using design consultants are experienced high and it has been criticized that the commitment of the designers does not carry long enough while their skills in implementation mismatch their design skills. Mulgan emphasizes that the whole design process requires a humbler attitude for the designer and mutual learning during the process. Hakio et al., on the other hand, found during their service design projects with City of Helsinki the time and motivation of the participating employees to be a big challenge. Usually the development work has to be conducted in addition to the normal daily work which leaves the employees lacking the resources or interest to concentrate on another project, consultant or method. (Hakio et al 2015, 66-68; Mulgan 2014, 1-6.)

The strategical potential of service design is not yet widely recognized and the measurable findings about how design actually works in the public sector are still considered insufficient. The purchasing process of the public sector is complex and purchasing design is considered difficult while design as a branch is poorly organized and the process of purchasing design does not allow questioning the commission. The public sector is also traditionally an environment where stability is fostered while service design is always improving by its nature. Mulgan sees design an approach to make the traditional limitations of the public sector less restrictive. Jäppinen & Sorsimo are also concerned about the lack of gathering and sharing the experiences gained in the service design projects of public sector. While public sector should aim in searching for scalable solutions to be shared over office, ministry or municipal borders the design field should collect more evidence about the effectiveness and results on public sector. (Mulgan 2014, 1-6; Muotoile Suomi 2013, 82; Tuulaniemi 2011, 281–287; Kurronen 2015, 33; Jäppinen & Sorsimo, 2014, 85.)
4 WELL-BEING PROMOTING IN FINLAND
4.1 Definitions of Well-Being

Well-being, understanding and improving it can be seen as both political and subjective matter. It is a multidimensional and multidisciplinary field of research with no generally accepted framework with varying themes and dimensions. Improving well-being is one of the centric values and missions of modern society and needs to be measured and followed up to understand and guide the political decisions. (Bardy 2010, 38-39; Hoffren & Rättö 2011, 219-234.) The importance of subjective well-being in today's society is increasing, and Sitra proposes this to be the key societal objective in addition to sustainability (Sitra 2013, 29).

Important subjective well-being (SWB) factors are often considered to be material well-being, health and social relations. Erik Allardt, a sociologist and well-being researcher, leads the way in Finnish and Nordic context of well-being research. Allardt's classic theory of well-being from the 1970s summarizes the basic needs of an individual to three dimensions of well-being; “Having, Loving and Being”. “Having” refers to the needs of individual’s living standards such as income, accommodation, employment, occupational environment, health and education. Allardt adds the physical and biological environment as part of the “Having” dimension. The dimension “Loving” consists of the
social needs of an individual in terms of different types of relationships where the social needs are fulfilled. “Being” is a dimension about the individual being part of the actions and decisions that relate to the life of the person as well as possibilities to have sensible leisure time activity, meaningful work and live in harmony with nature. (Allardt 1976, 32-49; Saari, 2011 43-44.) This holistic view of well-being summarizes the preconditions for an individual's mental, physical and social well-being.

The concept of sustainable well-being has been introduced during the first decades of 21st century to respond to the complex challenges and so called wicked problems of today's society. The model by The Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra (Figure 5) combines the components of economic sustainability, social sustainability and ecological sustainability with those of subjective well-being and responsibility of individuals introducing a vision of a well-being society with sustainable baseline where Sitra sees Finland could be the forerunner. (Sitra 2013, 5-6.)

![Sustainable Well-being Model by Sitra](image)

Figure 5. Sustainable Well-being Model by Sitra (2013).

4.2 Well-Being Promoting in Finland

Finland has been an exemplary country in many areas of well-being during the decades. Over the time the population of Finland has become wealthier in GDP per capita and the Finnish well-being model has been rated as one of the top countries
in the world. However, at the same time, no other western country has experienced such vast inequity change between its citizens’ income and affordability causing one of the centric problems of well-being. Economic growth can be considered as a paradox where the citizens’ ill-being is derived from but on the other hand which is also expected to be the solution for the ill-being. The socio-economical differences between the people are growing deeper causing complications and side effects. (Vaarama, et al 2014, 323-327; Bardy 2010, 38-39, 43; Hoffren & Rättö 2011, 220-239; Kurronen 2015, 29; Sitra 2013, 29.)

The Finnish well-being promoting policy is set by the government of Finland with the objectives to foster health and well-being and reduce inequalities. The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health is integrating actions to increase the well-being of citizens, their social participatory possibilities as well as health and abilities to function. The aim is to take health and well-being promotion into account in all decision making. The follow-up and evaluation of related actions are centric missions for the Finnish National Institute for Health and Welfare. Typical for the time is the fact that both financial and human resources were cut from the Institute for year 2015. (Finnish Government Policy for Well-being; Vaarama et al. 2014, 3; THL; STM.)

4.3 Service Design in Well-Being Promoting on the Public Sector

In Finland designing customized well-being services has been considered as one of the industries of growth in the future. Well-being promoting service can be seen as a service where a person can participate in activities with an objective to promote well-being and prevent physical, mental or social well-being related problems (Sitra 2013, 14; Koivisto et al 2010, 12).

Professor and sociologist Juho Saari finds producing customer-centric well-being services an important business field of a prospering society while Lehikoinen describes well-being services as an emerging field in Finland due to the wicked problems caused by the aging of the population.
and the social and public health related problems. He states that the impacts of these problems will be untenable in many levels if left unattended or on the other hand, cared reactively. (Saari 2011, 358; Lehikoinen 2011, 274.) The care of such problems is costly and pressures the public health care thus preventive, well-being promoting work is needed. Muotoile Suomi programme believes design could be used to define and solve problems and enhance the users’ experience of the services while reducing the costs. The well-being of citizens could be assured by developing the society in the public sector where the resources are continuously cut. (Muotoile Suomi 2013, 6-8.)

Organizations such as Sitra and Tekes have robustly been supporting the design-involved research and development programmes such as Design Exchange, Helsinki Design Lab and Toimiva kaupunki (Design Driven City). “Ratkaisu 100” by Sitra is a freshly launched initiative where the citizens are requested first in terms of crowdsourcing to define a wicked problem of society impacting on the well-being of all the Finnish people at some level. After defining the problem, teams of different backgrounds are invited to innovate solutions to improve the well-being. Later on, in the 2017 – the 100th birthday of Finland, the teams are competing each other to find the best solution for the problem. (Muotoile Suomi 2013; Sitra web.)
5 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND CULTURE IN WELL-BEING PROMOTION
The case of this thesis, Cultural Exercise, combines the health and well-being promoting effects of culture and exercising. The well-being effects of physical activity are long known and scientifically undeniable and can be considered one of the corner stones of well-being. Exercising has positive impacts on the prevention, care and rehabilitation of diseases classified also as Finnish national diseases such as obesity, type two diabetes, disorders of the musculoskeletal system and depression while as it is also a method to relieve stress and empower the mental resources of a person. The psychological impacts of the physical exercise are seen to be on the same level with the physical impacts. In a comparison between physically active citizens and passive ones, the costs caused to healthcare by the active part of the citizens are 6-22% less than the costs caused by passive citizens. (Vuori 2015 5, 18, 506; Muutosta liikkeellä! 2013 4, 10; Vasankari 2010, 64-66.)

While the recent reports about the physical activity of Finns point out that leisure time exercising is increasing, the current world favors sedentary lifestyle and Finns actually spend most of the day sitting at their work places, daycare, schools, while commuting and at home. Small children sit up to 60% of their days while the rate with grown-ups is as high as 80%. The level of physical activity remains very low and is found critical to be increased. The complete annual costs of the health care in Finland are up to 18 billion euros, and are to be increased as the population ages. The costs caused alone by sedentariness are 2-4 billion euros when taking into account the costs related to the lack of productivity caused by sick leaves, early retirement and deaths. The direct costs of sedentariness for the health care are 1-2 billion euros. The cross-sectoral cooperation, which started some 15 years ago, places even more effort to offer health-enhancing, low threshold exercising services and preventive care for the people. (Muutosta liikkeellä! 2013, 4; Vasankari 19.11.2015.)
According to Itkonen and Kauravaara (2015, 186) positive experiences of exercising enforce the willingness to exercise more. They add that citizens as the subject matter experts of their lives should be used more as a resource in sports planning. Stranius mentions that to promote exercising different inspiring examples are needed. However, the most efficient way to promote physical activity in everyday life is to make exercising easy, inexpensive and fun. (Stranius 2015, 78.)

If exercising is found fundamental in improving the quality of life and lengthening one's lifespan, the consumption of culture has been recognized in the recent research in similar perspective. A culture enthusiast lives longer than a couch potato states neurologist and researcher Markku T. Hyyppä according to whom it has become clear that lifestyle where culture and art are consumed promote health and lengthen one's lifespan, even with two to three years. Hyyppä points out that this is actually more than can be achieved by weight losing or health-promoting exercise alone and almost as much as giving up smoking can offer to a person. While culture and art may trigger immediate emotions and experiences, the most important aspect in the well-being promoting effects of culture consumption is found to be its social nature. (Hyyppä 2013; 19, 22, 99, 122-124.)

Positive impacts of culture have also been recognized in the area of improving brain health and memory disorders. Muistiliitto (The Alzheimer Society of Finland) has created a booklet about recommendations for brain health promoting cultural activities. The booklet reminds that memory disease does not take away the ability to enjoy art or produce culture but pleasure can be gained even when the disease is in an advanced stage. Sensual experiences are important even when the active participating is no longer possible providing joy, pleasure and experiences of success for an individual. Even smaller splashes of art are advantageous and can even be more pleasant for a person with a memory disease. (Muistiliitto 2014; Malmivirta & Kivelä 2015.)

Cultural well-being has been recognized in the governmental level in Finland and internationally. From 2010 to 2014 various public sector institutions and organizations worked together for TAIKU programme (Taiteesta ja kulttuurista hyvinvointia - Arts and Culture for Well-Being) of Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture with objectives to promote art and culture for well-being. Firstly the programme presented art and culture in the promotion of social inclusion, community spirit, living environment and capacity building. Secondly TAIKU aimed to bring art and culture as part of social welfare and health services and thirdly the programme aimed to support occupational well-being by art and culture. The programme managed to raise the awareness of positive effects of art and culture in well-being and the use of culture-based methods had became more common. (TAIKU final report 2015; Liikanen 2010. 57.)
6 CULTURAL EXERCISE IN THE CITY OF TURKU
One of the many well-being promoting services offered by the Recreation Division of the City of Turku is Cultural Exercise, which combines culture, exercising and outdoor recreation. Cultural Exercise is a simple and free way with a low threshold to add physical activity by means of culture and impact on one’s health and well-being. The Recreation Division of the City of Turku offers additionally a wide variety of effective and accessible services, such as libraries, museums and sports related services for the citizens of Turku with whom the services are also aimed to be developed. (Cultural Exercise web; Turku City Archives; Recreation Division web.)

Originally Cultural Exercise was one of the five segments of an initiative created for the European Capital of Culture year of Turku named Central Park of Culture and Exercise. The initiative presented a vision of River Aurajoki area to become similar to Central Park of New York City and by combining exercising and culture to nature and the lively city environment to impact positively on the physical, emotional and social well-being of Turku citizens. The first Cultural Exercise routes were created during years 2009-2011 in cooperation with several stakeholders such as municipal offices, museums and artists. The first route was “Suomen sydän” (Heart of Finland) with the premiere on 28 August 2010. The patron of the Central Park of Culture and Exercise was the then Minister for Foreign Affairs Alexander Stubb. (Cultural Exercise web; Turku City Archives.)

As a historical city full of cultural legacy, Turku and its citizens have a lot to offer for an initiative such as this and the experience, knowledge and creativity of the citizens was utilized in creating the routes. For example “Piiloleikki” (Hide and Seek) (Picture 1) is a functional work of art and a route consisting of miniature bronze self-portrait statues created by Turku children in a workshop organized by artist Oona Tikkaaja. (Appendix 1) The statues are hid around River Aurajoki area and by
reading the coordinates on the map the next statue can be found. Piiloleikki transforms the viewer of the art into a detective and encourages children to move by exploring the environment for the tiny characters. (Cultural Exercise web.)

Citizens were involved in other means, verbally, in “Runosmäki” (Appendix 2) route. For this route the residents and visitors of Runosmäki were interviewed for their experiences and stories of Runosmäki during summer 2012. Turun Sanataideyhdistys (Turku Association of Word Art) turned the material into so-called ear poems with different themes where the voice of the original interviewee can be heard from the final poem through the words and phrasing, although the writer is a poet. The Runosmäki route was created as part of an initiative “Osallistavat Kulttuurikuntoilureitit Runosmäessä” (Participatory Cultural Exercise Routes in Runosmäki) which had an objective to add involvement and communal spirit in Runosmäki and also to diminish the inequalities in well-being. (Cultural Exercise web; Wennerstrand 2013, 29-30.)

Year 2015 introduced a completely new route of Pansio, an improved set of Cultural Exercise maps, map holders, a renewed website as well as a possibility for the residents of Turku to join the development of Cultural Exercise enabled by the Master’s thesis at hand. The theme week of Cultural Exercise took place from June 1 to June 7 introducing the service with guided tours of different routes free of charge. The tours covered several routes with persons such as local causerie writer and journalist Markku Heikkilä guiding “Kaupunkitarinoita Turussa” (Urban Stories in Turku) or artist Oona Tikkaaja acting as a guide for her work of art “Piiloleikki” with fellow child guides. Cultural Exercise was also highlighted online in social media channels, in Turkuposti magazine and in local city magazines. (Cultural Exercise web; Turkuposti 2/2015, 15.)

In spring 2016 Cultural Exercise offers altogether 13 pre-defined routes. Different themes introduce the user with interesting and even hidden pieces of information about Turku (Appendix 4). Maps are available as printed versions in Turku city libraries, visitor infos and certain museums, as CityNomadi mobile application or for printing on the Cultural Exercise website. The language versions available are Finnish, Swedish and English. Some of the routes have voice guidance via Soundcloud. There is also a printable exercise book created for Cultural Exercise, which can be used to reflect the experiences. The book was created as part of EViva project (Enhancing Vitality with Active Leisure Time, 2011-2015) which had an aim to promote well-being by offering low-threshold possibilities for the citizens to increase their leisure time activeness. (Cultural Exercise web; Turkuposti 2/2015, 15; WHO Healthy Cities 2014.)
7 INSIGHTS AND IDEATION
This study combined methods from qualitative and quantitative research methodologies. As this research is a case study of a service design case, the research methods of ethnography such as observation and probing were utilized to gain qualitative insight about the users and potential users of the services which is also one of the central topics in service design. Quantitative data was used when looking into the demographics of the survey respondents and their awareness and attitudes of the service. This data can later be compared if a similar survey is conducted. Interviews, in this thesis theme interviews in unstructured form, were used to collect background professional information to discuss the theory. Theme interview is a method where the themes of the interview are pre-defined but the exact format and order of the questions is obsolete. (Hakala 2015, 29.) This chapter presents the theory, implementation and summarizes the results of each of the method.

For communicational purposes during the research an email address tutkimus.kulttuurikuntoilu@gmail.com was created. For example an email (Appendix 8) with information about the possibil-
ity to join the co-creational teams (Chapter 7.6) was sent out for the persons who left their contact details through the survey (Chapter 7.1). These development events were also advertised widely in the online and social media channels of the City of Turku (Picture 2).

7.1 Survey and the Results

Survey is a method to collect information in a standardized way where the respondents form a sample of the population. Web-based surveys minimize the inconvenience of sending back and forth the survey forms from both the researcher and the respondent and also eases the workload of the researcher when the responses are automatically stored in electronic format for further editing. In the times of digitization it is no surprise that web-based surveys have become more popular in both commercial and research use. (Hirsjärvi et al. 2004, 182-184; Dawson, 2011, 89-104; Valli & Perkkilä 2015 109-114.)

An online survey (Appendix 5) was chosen as one method due to its nature of being an efficient and affordable way to collect data for the research. The survey had the following objectives; firstly the survey was to determine the knowledge and attitudes of Turku citizens about Cultural Exercise. Secondly, the aim was to understand the exercising and culture consumption behavior of Turku citizens and whether any correlation can be seen between the socio-demographic background of the citizens and their activeness in exercising and culture. Thirdly, the survey was a channel to collect possible improvement ideas for the service and lastly, to gather Turku citizens for the latter development groups of Cultural Exercise; the design probes (Chapter 7.5) and the co-creational brainstorming workshops (Chapter 7.6).

The survey was launched on 2 June 2015 at the beginning of the theme week of Cultural Exercise and was open until 30 June 2015. The survey form was created with Webropol survey tool and consisted of three pages. The two first pages determined the background information of the respondents as well as the attitudes and knowledge about Cultural Exercise containing both closed and open questions and some space for ideation. The third page was reserved only for contact information and was instructed to be filled in by those who were interested in participating in the development group of Cultural Exercise. The survey was designed in cooperation with the commissioner and was pre-tested by five volunteers before the launch.

The survey link (Appendix 6) and general information about the development groups of Cultural Exercise were shared to some extent via the Cultural Exercise theme week task force but the more efficient channel turned out to be the social media channels of the City of Turku. The research was promoted through “Kulttuuria Turussa” and “City
of Turku” Twitter and Facebook. Each post generated more responses in the online survey than the total of the responses achieved by handing out the links during the theme week activities were. The survey was also represented on the City of Turku website.

As the survey was available online for everyone the group of respondents form rather a self-selected example than a sample. The population of the survey can be considered to be citizens of Turku but the availability online allowed people outside Turku to send their responses as well. The fact that social media sharing heavily impacted on the response generation can give biased results; instead of a sample covering a cross-section of Turku citizens the respondents are likely to be those of Turku citizens who follow Turku in the social media. This would exclude the part of Turku citizens who do not use social media actively, or at all. According to a research of social media behavior of Finns conducted in early 2015, social media is still more widely used by younger citizens. (Yle Social Media Study 2015.) Also the subject being directly related to culture might exclude the part of citizens who are not interested in this area.

7.1.1. The Background of the Respondents

As it turned out, the survey was eagerly welcomed by those who seem to have natural interest in culture or are curious to participate in the co-creation groups of Cultural Exercise. During the approximately one month of the availability of the survey altogether 68 responses were received while the survey page was opened additional 127 times with no response. Nearly 80% of the respondents were citizens of Turku, especially from the Turku city center or the neighborhoods surrounding it such as Martti and Port Arthur. As the target group of the service is Turku citizens the scope of the analysis covers the ones who have chosen Turku as their location of residence. Initially, as much as 72% of the respondents showed interest in joining the development of Cultural Exercise through the survey.

Figure 6. The Demographics of the Survey Respondents.
The respondents were grouped to age groups according to the year of birth selection on the survey. All the age groups under 70 years of age were quite similar in size with the majority (85%) of the respondents being women (Figure 6). The respondents were on average rather highly educated and 57% of them were in an employment of some type. 30% of the respondents had children, approximately half were single and the other half in a relationship of some type.

In general the respondents were active in terms of culture and exercising. 95% responded to attend cultural activities at least a few times a year (Figure 7) and more than half of the respondents exercise at least three times a week (Figure 8). All had hobbies or interests in several areas of life while none admitted not to exercise nor consume culture at all. According to the research of Finnish culture consumption there are individuals consuming culture in all parts of the population, however, the most active ones are socio-economically well positioned, often women, whereas the most passive ones are often men and from weak socio-economic background. (Suomalaisten näkemykset kulttuurista 2013.) The survey results showed that Cultural Exercise is a service that appeals especially persons described in the aforementioned research as active culture consumers.
7.1.2. The Reception of Cultural Exercise

According to the survey the knowledge of Cultural Exercise is rather low. The service has existed for five years and yet to half of the respondents Cultural Exercise was a completely new service, and only 23% of the respondents had participated in Cultural Exercising (Figure 9). The main channels where the respondents had heard about the Cultural Exercise service were Turkuposti magazine covering 50% of the responses, the website of the City of Turku (34%) and coming across the maps of Cultural Exercise at public places (29%). The Theme Week of Cultural Exercise had reached 23% of the respondents. “Porrastelu”, “Patsastelu” and “Piiloleikki” were the most familiar routes for the respondents and paper maps the most favorable form of maps.

Despite the low level of awareness of the service, in general the feedback received was positive and the enthusiasm towards the service was readable through the comments. The greatest individual subject of criticism in the responses was the name of the concept which was described as boring: “To me Cultural Exercise sounds like it is aimed for cultivated middle-aged working people and families with children. I think it would be very suitable for younger adults, such as students, but the current brand image does not necessarily encourage the youngsters to participate.” Other criticism was aimed towards outdated maps where statues had been removed or stolen or about information that was missing on the maps.

The respondents who had been to Cultural Exercising had had a lot of positive experiences; the idea of Cultural Exercise, the aesthetics and clarity of maps as well as the versatility of the routes were appreciated. Those who had not participated in Cultural Exercising still found the idea interesting and worth trying – a good excuse to go out for a walk. “Interesting” was a word coming up frequently in the feedback. The feedback and reactions regarding Cultural Exercise are presented in Figure 10.

![Figure 9. The Awareness of Cultural Exercise.](image)
It’s about the joy of finding and seeing Turku from a new point of view.

It sounds very interesting but I found Nomadi App very confusing.

An interesting way to investigate the city while exercising and finding new things in parallel, a type of geocaching.

To me Cultural Exercise sounds like it is aimed for cultivated middle-aged working people and families with children. I think it would be very suitable for younger adults, such as students, but the current brand image does not necessarily encourage the youngsters to participate.

It sounds fun. I actually don’t understand why I have never tried before.

It combines two things I like. This brings culture close to someone who is not necessarily interested in and vice versa.

One can accidentally get exercise while getting to know culture. This service could be a source of motivation and ideas. :)

Figure 10. Associations about Cultural Exercise Collected Through the Survey.
Net Promoter Score

Net Promoter Score (NPS) was calculated for Cultural Exercise for the first time, mainly for future reference. NPS is a simple metric to measure the customers’ willingness to promote the service to their friends or relatives using a scale of 1-10 and as part of service design can be used to measure the customer experience during the service development. The higher the value is, the better the user experience is. Usually a positive NPS is good and 50 or above excellent. (Tuulaniemi 2011, 243.) When further developing the service, a short NPS survey could be conducted for comparison. In summer 2015 the NPS of Cultural Exercise was 47, which can be considered as good but provides more information about the customer experience when compared to the prevailing results.

Secondly, there were ideas to expand the technology used by Cultural Exercise. The ideas varied from using QR codes to augmented reality where for example the objects en route could be animated and viewed by utilizing one’s smart device. More social media was proposed to be utilized in terms of hashtags and engaging the citizens in the social media competitions around Cultural Exercise.

Thirdly, a lot of ideas about completely new routes were sent through the form. The theme idea of routes of each Turku neighborhood was repetitive but in addition there were many types of new ideas for routes, such as a route where the visitor would be able to get behind doors that are normally locked or routes of historically or culturally significant persons. The ideas collected through survey are presented in Figure 11.

7.1.3. Idea Generation through the Survey

The survey produced a variety of ideas to improve the current set of routes. Firstly, there were smaller ideas about adding information on maps. Some respondents were hoping to have the distances between locations marked on the map and information about whether the route is possible to cycle through. Also addition of other details such as locations of public restrooms, benches, playgrounds and places to eat or have a cup of coffee were proposed.
Jugend-Turku

Closed doors of Turku – the places people are not usually allowed to go.

Closed doors of Turku – the places people are not usually allowed to go.

A gobelin path or magic forest for children and families with children.

The position of a child in different age periods.

The historical women of Turku

Turku of literature, books and authors that are somehow linked to Turku.

International Turku across centuries

It might be fun if one could do something that has been done in that spot during some historical window of time – one could have an experience how to manage without the technology of current world.

The banks of Aurajoki.

Turku neighborhoods

Turku of graphic artists.

I would rather hear someone tell about stories than read them.

A dog route would be fun!

A route for flowers and blooming trees; Cherry blossom path, lilac path. This could be tied to spring season but it would give a lot of joy.

Geocaching type of a route could be fun with a child with additional historical and cultural aspects of the places. I have moved here from another place thus understanding the history and learning about the city spots could be a lot of fun this way.

Figure 11. Results of Idea Generation through the Survey.
7.2 Observation

Observation is a qualitative research methodology of ethnographic research tradition where the researcher immerses into a community and observes the subject in parallel collecting research material by making field notes. The researcher can participate in the observation process more or less depending on the subject or the phase of the research. Observation is a dialogue of the researcher and the target audience; in the process the researcher learns to know the target as an individual as well as part of the surrounding community while the target reflects the presence of the researcher. Combined with other research methods, such as interviews, observation can provide deeper insight on the research subject (Metsämuuronen 2006, 116-118; Grönfors 2015, 154-168; Dawson 2011, 105-113.)

The aim and expectations for the observation was to collect information, opinions and ideas about Cultural Exercise. The observations were collected into a notebook manually. The Theme Week of Cultural Exercise offered a superior possibility to observe and discuss with citizens of Turku about their thoughts and attitudes in regards of Cultural Exercise, culture, exercising - or life overall. Citizens from all ages and from all socio-economic backgrounds visited the stand in the several locations in Turku where a task force of four persons

![Image of Cultural Exercise Stand During the Theme Week in Kela Lobby 3.6.2015.](Image)
were promoting Cultural Exercise. Dozens of maps and additional information flyers were shared during the Cultural Exercise Theme week to add awareness and share information about the service (Picture 3).

“Kun kuulen sanan kulttuuri, poistan aseestani varmistimen” A gentleman of age 75 years was visiting the cultural exercise stand in Kela 3 June 2015 and quoted a character of Simo Penttilä’s novel. His message was abrupt: “When I hear culture I remove the safety catch of my gun.” He found his time of consuming culture or to go exercising already bypassed as he was waiting for another brain surgery. He was one of the elderly men who found cultural activities distant from their lifestyle. Similar attitude could be recognized among several other elderly men during the theme week. These individuals were seemingly delighted of the moment of conversation but declined harshly the opportunity to join the Cultural Exercise development group, fill in the survey or even accept the information flyers handed out.

During the week of observation, similarly with the survey results, it was noticeable that Cultural Exercise was not a well-known service. Also during the observation week the name of the service was criticized as “boring.” Around 10% of the visitors had heard about it earlier. Most aware of Cultural Exercise and also with the most positive reactions about the service were middle-aged women who were interested in cultural activities also in larger perspective. Younger women aged around 30 with small children were almost as enthusiastic and found Cultural Exercising a great opportunity to go out with the whole family. In general during the week men showed less interest or seemed to be indifferent of their opinions despite few very enthusiastic individuals. The observations enforce the insight gathered through the survey about the knowledge as well as the attitudes towards the Cultural Exercise. The culture consumption habits of citizens gathered during the theme week are also similar with the results of the Culture Consumption survey mentioned in previous chapter.

7.3 Online Ethnography - Social Media Search

Online ethnography is a method to research different types of online communities but it is suitable for any customer insight research with a possibility for the researcher to attend in the activity while making observations. Similarly with traditional observation, the researcher can either observe the online conversation with a more passive approach or, on the other hand, actively encourage the community members to join the conversation about the research subject. Researcher can, for example, create a Facebook page, blog or use any other social media platforms to engage target groups into conversation. (Tuulaniemi 2011, 152-153.) Here online content was reviewed from the perspectives of both content and customer sentiment analysis.
The City of Turku, in general, takes good care of its social media channels. In the beginning of April 2016 the actual City of Turku Facebook page had 27368 followers, the visitor information page of Visit Turku 33574 followers, Turku liikkeelle (Turku on the Move) 2480 followers and Kulttuuria Turussa (Culture in Turku) 6006 followers. All of these sites have also an Instagram account and each, except for Turku Liikkeelle, a Twitter account. The social media platform with the most followers is Facebook. For comparison, the actual City of Helsinki Facebook page only had 2315 followers and the visitor information page Visit Helsinki 43 130 followers.

Cultural Exercise is promoted rather infrequently in the social media channels administered by City of Turku. There are no common hashtags used by the city officials for Cultural Exercise nor offered for the citizens to encourage them sharing their pictures and other online content. However, two Facebook pages for Cultural Exercise exist. The pages were created for the Culture Capital Year of Turku although neither of these pages have been updated for three years.

In order to gain an understanding how Cultural Exercise is seen online, the social media channels Twitter and Instagram were searched for any insight under hashtag #kulttuurikuntoilu and additionally blogs for related posts. Facebook, despite of its extent, was dismissed due to the difficulties to search for structured information from the platform. The comments that were collected during the process are translated in English.

**Instagram: #kulttuurikuntoilu**

Instagram is a mobile-based visual social media platform where users create content by posting pictures, liking and commenting pictures. Users can follow other users and browse the content using hashtags that can freely be added to pictures. It is also possible to view, like and comment on pictures online through web browsers but posting pictures is only possible via the mobile app. (Instagram - Wikipedia.)

The number of pictures shared for #kulttuurikuntoilu is not a lot - altogether 32 pictures the first one posted in April 2014. 25% of the pictures were added by the City of Turku or are related to the thesis at hand. Another 25% of the pictures are posted by one Instagramer and additional 10% by another Instagram user.

The positive feeling can be sensed from the pictures and their subtexts. “There was a fun outdoor game in Turku where little statues made by children were searched from hidden locations.” “Piiloleikki got an enthusiastic response”, “… Very fun and useful idea”. Hashtags such as #hauska#päivä (fun day), #lapsesettykkää (the children enjoy), #koskavoialoittaa (when can one start) and #lovethiscity can be read under the pictures while the content shared is about the people on the walk, discovered details or snacks enjoyed during the
walk. It is notable that none of the pictures are taken during the winter season but the environment is mainly pictured lush and green. All the pictures publicly posted on Instagram are combined into a collage presented in Picture 4.

**Twitter: #kulttuurikuntoilu**

Twitter is a social media channel enabling users to send and read messages called “tweets” that can be text, pictures or video. The character limit for each tweet is 140 characters, which forces the messaging to be compact. (Twitter - Wikipedia.)

Content shared during the year 2015 about #kulttuurikuntoilu on Twitter was less than in Instagram. In addition to the tweets by the City of Turku about culture or Cultural Exercise or posts related to the thesis, there were comments such as “The Cultural Exercise routes of City of Turku are fun. Today we went for Romantic Turku in a light rain.” “Turku and amazing Cultural Exercise idea. Walk-
ing route maps! Fun idea for Helsinki as well?” “I recommend Cultural Exercise. In addition to the route spots I saw other things. The possibility to cycle the routes should be told.” Part of the content is shared both in Twitter and in Instagram. The content created by users in Twitter can be considered positive, picture 5 presenting an example of the posts. The rest of the content posted during year 2015 can be found from Appendix 7.

Blogs: Google Search “blogi kulttuurikuntoilu turku”

A blog – weblog is a web site consisting of posts that are usually displayed the latest post first. Often diary-like, blogs can contain text, video, pictures or other digital content. (Blog – Wikipedia.) A few bloggers were found with a Google search “kulttuurikuntoilu” with posts about their experiences about Cultural Exercise.

“Kulttuuritäti” had a blast at Lost in Turku route,: “The route made us see the city with new eyes and we observed a lot of fun details in the urban picture. ... We had so much fun during our Cultural Exercise trip. Quite rarely one adventures and even plays like that as a grown-up. I recommend Lost in Turku –walking route as well as adventuring and getting lost overall to all the readers.” (Kulttuuritäti blog.) The author of Hiekkaleikkejä blog had come across to Cultural Exercise in CityNomadi mobile app and called the idea genious. “The best part of this is that this fun is completely free of charge. ... Interesting old stories and even facts can be heard and read. ... Definitely worth getting to know if one needs something new for jogging!” (Hiekkaleikkejä blog.) In “Arjen pilkahduksia” blog “Johanna” wrote about their experience on “Piiloleikki”; “When coming across the Cultural Exercise maps of Turku, I knew I had found something terrific.” (Arjen Pilkahduksia blog.)

All the blog posts are very positive in content and all of the bloggers recommend Cultural Exercise.
The pictures added in the blog posts are about the sceneries and found details during the routes. Some of them are posted on Twitter and Instagram as well where the bloggers also advertise their new blog posts.

7.4 Benchmarking

Benchmarking is a tool to learn from others for developing one’s own operations. Benchmarking is about research, observation, comparison, evaluation and being in general interested in the operations of other organizations with an objective of self-development. Benchmarking helps with avoiding common mistakes and utilizing the best ways of working. Benchmarking supports the creation of a distinguished service experience with competitiveness. (Tuulaniemi 2011 138, 187.)

The aim of Cultural Exercise benchmarking was to determine possible ideas or best practices of similar services in Finland. The benchmarking for Cultural Exercise was conducted online by using the search engine Google.

The following characteristics of Cultural Exercise were identified for comparison: The service combines both culture and exercise for well-being promotion. The routes take place in an urban city environment and are co-created with the citizens. Maps are available for free in paper, online and mobile version with three language versions and audio guidance.

Blogs http://www.jalan.fi/ and http://suvinjutumatkanvarrelta.blogspot.fi/2014/02/-kavelyreitit-suomessa.html provided comprehensive lists of walking routes in Finland. As a result it was found out that almost every city and municipality have their own set of walking routes. A lot of them are nature trails for hiking or trekking but there are a wide variety of urban routes which are co-created with the residents of the area and available as free of charge.

A similar service to Cultural Exercise, “Kotikupunkipolut - Urban Walks Finland”, is an initiative created in collaboration with neighborhood associations. The routes are located mainly in Uusimaa region presenting local history, culture, architecture, nature, public art and notable persons. The maps are free of charge but only available online with no audio guidance. (Kotikaupunkipolut.fi.)

City of Jyväskylä offers several themed routes for familiarizing with the city. The offered routes show Jyväskylä from different angles. Routes with themes such as garden, family, Alvar Aalto and frisbee golf are available in CityNomadi mobile app. Some of them, such as Aallon kylässä (Visiting Aalto) has a voice guidance where the route is guided by “Alvar Aalto” and a student “Antti”. The routes of Jyväskylä are also free of charge. (City of Jyväskylä web).
The City of Tampere has a variety of cultural routes called “Kulttuuriraitit”. The routes are available online while printed brochures are available in libraries and the office of cultural services. One of the routes is also available in CityNomadi. The routes in Tampere cover history, culture, famous persons and neighborhoods of Tampere. A few to mention are the route of Juice Leskinen and so called Manserock, a music genre and sub-culture typical to Tampere region, the route of famous Finnish author Kalle Päätalo, a murder mystery route and a route designed for children led by a 12-year old girl, Hilma, who worked at the cotton factory of Finlayson. Some routes have videos available to complete the experience. There are separate routes for cycling as well and a link for bike rental is added next to the information of these routes. (Kulttuuriraitit.fi.)

Interesting findings worth mentioning were “Roolattorireitit” (Walker Routes for Seniors) in Kuopio for easy access with people using walkers to encourage them exercising with a low threshold and “Kulttuurisuunnistus” (Culture Orienteering) which is more of an event combining orienteering with culture and related tasks at the control points of the orienteering route. Culture orienteering events have been organized around Finland.

7.5 Design Probes

One of the newer approaches to explore design opportunities by understanding the human phenomena are probes. Probes can be used in situations where the researcher has no possibility to observe the target group or when observation data is needed during a longer period of time, in several locations or of a big population. The probes are traditionally designed as kits where the container can be an envelope, bag or folder to hold the contents, which typically can include a diary, a camera, question set, maps and assignment cards. The aim of the probe kit is to provide the users with tools they can easily and inspirationally use to document their life in the environment and context the life and its occasions are experienced. Probes help people to become more aware of their life while they are documenting their true experiences, opinions and subject interpretations using items from the kit. This provides the researcher with tools to support researcher in creating a holistic view of the subject and its users, especially in the fuzzy front-end of the design process. On the other hand, the creating, delivering and analyzing probes can be a lot of effort for a researcher. The material probes produce can be very miscellaneous, even not useful for the research as gathering the material depends on the user’s activeness and ability of self-expression. Mattelmäki (2006, 65) refers to the developers of cultural probes who recommend probes to be used non-scientifically and with a

The design probes were chosen as a research method in order to gather ideas and experiences from situations where the users are actually concentrating on experiencing the Cultural Exercise in the city environment. Using probes they might come up with improvements or completely new ideas which might not be reachable when viewing the subject outside the experience period.

The probe kit (Picture 6) designed for Cultural Exercise consisted of map of Turku and its surroundings, an A5 sized notebook, a pen and an instruction sheet (Appendix 9) in an envelope. The instructions guided the user to keep the pen and the notebook at hand in order to make notes about the experiences. Users were also suggested to use their smartphones, tablets or computers for documenting their experiences. Due to the low resources the research had it was not possible to provide the users with any technical devices.

Eventually, altogether three participants picked up the design probe set. Mattelmäki (2006, 71) recommends the size of a target group to be 5–10 people thus the attendance was on a short side. Two of the users were women in their 30s and one was a man in his 40s. The sets were given to the users personally with additional oral instructions. Two sets were returned, one before the workshop and one right after the workshop.
The results (Figure 12) were interesting in both the content and in the very individual way of the users sharing their thoughts and experiences. When comparing the probing with other means of idea generation in the thesis, the feedback and ideas the probes produced were more tied on place and time of the experience. This brought in even very detailed comments about how the surroundings look and if there is something good or to be improved in that spot. The probe results also reminded about the need of the route surroundings to be maintained; markers or ribbons to sign the paths as well as places to rest were longed for. In between these notes there were also ideas about new routes such as route for movie or TV productions on Turku area or “The Best Sides of Turku”. However, due to the low number of users the results of probing remained scant.

7.6 Co-Creational Brainstorming with Personas

The most co-creational phase of the thesis was the brainstorming workshops where the citizens of Turku had an opportunity to innovate together in an organized event. Co-creation is about the collective creativity of the participants who are involved in the process. It is often used in parallel with co-design which is more of the whole process of cooperation where co-creation can be a part of the process. According to Brown brainstorming might not be feasible in all organizations neither...
the absolutely best method for idea generation but he finds it functional when the aim is to create ideas rather than making choices. (Mattelmäki & Visser 2011, 1, 11; Brown 2009, 77-79.)

The brainstorming workshops were arranged in two sessions on Thursday 1 October 2015. The first workshop was from 12.00 to 15.00 and the other from 17.00 to 20.00 at Brinkkalan talo on Vanha Suurorti. The City of Turku provided both the space and the beverages and snacks for the event to keep the energy levels up and offered a bag with goods for the participants. The plan for the workshops was created based on the service designer’s proposals. The service designer also worked as the facilitator of the workshops.

Four participants attended the first workshop, all of them women aged 30-60 and all active in terms of culture consumption. In the second workshop there were three participants, also eager culture consumers, all of them women aged 25-35 (Picture 7).

Both of the events followed the same agenda (Appendix 10). Using the focus groups of the Recreation Division (Chapter 2) as basis, the aim of the workshop was to innovate ways to encourage passive citizens, or citizens suffering from sedentariness, to become more active and add their own well-being in the frame of Cultural Exercise. In order to guide the creative process and to concretize the theme the workshops were presented under the slogan of “Mikä liikuttaisi sohvaperunaa?”

Picture 7. The Workshop Ongoing.
Throughout the workshop it was emphasized to forget all the earlier knowledge about Cultural Exercise and to view it from a new angle. The participants were also encouraged to share their most over-the-top ideas and thoughts.

The process of the workshops was divided into iterative sections of background information and exercises, the emphasis on the action instead of lecturing. The workshop started with an introduction of Turku city representative and the researcher and continued with an introduction and ice breaker game for the participants.

**Breaking Ice and Warming Up**

As first task in the workshops, the participants were told to create name tags for each other using the materials, which included old magazines, cardboard and paper of different colors, scissors, glue, markers and pencils and tape (Picture 8). After the name tag creation the participants were to look for and pick no more than two or three things from their belongings and to tell others why one is carrying them along. Then in pairs or in a group of three the participants were to pick one of the presented items and innovate a new purpose for the item. The aim of the name tag creation and ice breaker game was to initiate the co-operation and set the participants’ mind for creativity.

The workshops continued with a brief introduction of Cultural Exercise and service design. The first warm-up exercise was about the meaning of culture. The participants were to write down as many words or sentences as possible to describe their versatile, personal interpretations of culture. After this the problem area of sedentary lifestyle was introduced and the possibilities to impact on this through culture were discussed briefly. The second warm-up exercise was to write down words about exercising or physical activity with an aim to think of exercising in a wider perspective than just walking, which Cultural Exercise is directly related to.

**Personas**

After the second warm-up exercise the theme of the day was discussed with the participants and
they were instructed to create profiles of personas as group work. Persona is a profile of a fictional character created based on research material. Persona can be created using different techniques to make it identifiable and used, for example, in service design to portray the users of the services. (Stickdorn & Schneider 2013, 178-179.) Personas were selected as a method to make the work more concrete and also to provide an object where one could project their own experiences or opinions, even difficult ones, without having to introduce them personally.

Persona as a tool of service design was presented for the participants and instructions about the details to focus on were described. The participants were encouraged to come up with 2-4 fictional characters that represent some type of a couch potato based on their own opinions and experiences and the presented theory. The persona was advised to have a name, age, location of residence within Turku, family details, education and profession as well as a summary of lifestyle. The craft material was to be used in the creation of the personas. The aim of creating the personas was to further use them in the brainstorming of new ways for Cultural Exercise.

The first group decided to work in pairs where each pair created two personas. The second group produced four personas working together as one group. All the eight personas created are introduced in appendices 11-18.

Ideation

Once the architypes of couch potatoes were created the workshops continued with ideation about what in the frame of culture might motivate these people to become more active and thus improve their well-being in the context of their own lives with the mental and physical resources they have. In this process the personas really came to life as the participants started creating together a history and future for them and identify the motivators behind their lifestyles and further consider what would help them away from their passive lifestyles. All the personas had eventually a whole life story with difficulties and successes that was created in smooth cooperation by the participants.

During the workshops the topic that received a lot of attention via each of the persona was the loneliness of people of different ages and backgrounds and its passivating impacts on many areas of life. It was also discussed that each person needs to find his own way to increase his activity level. For the question of loneliness voluntary friends for Culture Exercising for seniors and dating possibilities came up repeatedly. For example, an event where personas “Aino” (Appendix 17) or “Marja-Leena” (Appendix 15) could meet new friends or dates was suggested, as well as a possibility for “Kauko and Tyyne” (Appendix 18) to bring their grandchildren with them to enjoy a cultural experience together. There were also plenty of other ideas that came up in inspiration of the personas such as competitions related to story-telling, mu-
Movie route
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Figure 13. Gathered Ideas from the Workshops.

7.7 Service Blueprint

Service blueprint is a tool which details the actions, artifacts and processes related to a service or an experience by categorizing them to perspectives of different participants of the process. Service blueprint can contain information about the physical evidences of the service the customer faces during each step, the actions of the front-office staff that are visible for the customer, the actions of the back-office staff that are not visible but which in addition to the internal processes support the existence of the service. By visualizing the individual steps and actions the service blueprint supports in identification of problems or lacking actions during the customer journey. However, the information is easily lost if the number of details is too high and, on the other hand, a too general blueprint leaves essential details unnoticed. The service blueprint also supports the service provider to understand the costs caused by different parts of the service process. The blueprint separates service period stages of the pre-service period, the actual service period and the post-service period for better clarity. The pre-service period is the part of the service process where the customer gets in touch with the service, the service period is the
stage of customer experiencing the actual service and the service aftermath is done in the post-service period. The blueprint utilized in the thesis is an adaptation of the models presented by Tuulaniemi (2011) and Stickdorn and Schneider (2011). (Tuulaniemi 2011, 212-215; Stickdorn & Schneider 2011, 204-207.)

The service was initially blueprinted from the perspectives of personas “Aino” (Appendix 17) and “Kauko and Tyyne” (Appendix 18). By looking at the blueprint it can be noted that the current service is very simple (Figure 14). Physical evidences consist of what is available online, in the mobile app or in the printed maps. There is no frontstage as no face-to-face contact with the service provider is experienced during the service. Backstage actions and support processes are related to maintaining the maps and contracts related to web and mobile services.

When observing the service periods, the pre-service period mainly consists actions related to the maps or the website. The service period itself consists of the application interface in terms of the printed map or the mobile application, voice guidance and the city environment viewed from the perspective of the map. The post-service period is minuscule. The simplicity makes the service easy to maintain, which it as a stand-alone service should be, but on the other hand with some additions in the activity of social media and online usage the service awareness could be improved and the customers engaged to further add awareness and even generate content for the service. The blueprint will be utilized to develop the service further using the insight that has been collected during the thesis process. Developed blueprints are presented in chapter 8.3.

Figure 14. Service Blueprint for Cultural Exercise.
8 IDEAS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Cultural Exercise is a service promoting well-being and health through culture and exercising. As was discussed previously, both of these activities alone and together have positive benefits in the lives of their consumers impacting on the subjective well-being experience (Chapter 5). A service such as Cultural Exercise can provide needed leisure time activity for individuals and even act as an initiator for more active lifestyle by giving a reason to go for a walk through the stories that are told by the routes. By offering and investing in the customer experience of the service that encourages the citizens using it, the public sector can impact preventively on the health and well-being of the citizens. The healthier and happier the citizens stay the less strain is caused for the costly health care and rehabilitation. Cultural Exercise is a service with a low threshold to both cultural and physical activities and thus it would benefit with its’ health and well-being impacts an audience wider than the cultural enthusiasts to whom the service seems to appeal naturally.

8.1 Raising the Awareness

As it turned out during the research process, Cultural Exercise is not a very well-known service. However, as people were told more about the service the reception was very positive. Why is the service then this unknown? The feedback received via the survey, observation and while discussing during the workshops pointed out that the name of the service is not experienced very attractive, not even to those with a natural interest in culture. The term culture in the Finnish context has often an echo of vagueness and, on the other hand, somewhat of elitism and can cause even antipathies in people, such as in the gentleman who made his opinion clear during the Cultural Exercise theme week observation. While the name of the service is very straightforward summarizing the service content into two words and further on as an established service it might not be useful to change the name, additional visibility and information might
remove the fuzzy curtain created by the name and make the service not only better known but also more interesting for a wider audience. Therefore, one matter to improve is the information sharing and marketing of the service. After all, everyone who have tried the service, have liked it and most are also willing to recommend it.

When contemplating the service blueprint (Figure 14) the minimal effort that is placed on the periods prior and post the service is evident. This is something that could easily and even with low costs be turned into improved awareness for the service. In the digitizing world the very cost-efficient way to market a service is using social media which, in the case of Cultural Exercise, interweaves the pre- and post-service period together. As it was found with the online ethnography, the City of Turku is managing well its social media but not that much effort is placed on promoting the Cultural Exercise. It would be important to evaluate the marketing strategy of the City of Turku what comes to the services that promote well-being, including Cultural Exercise. Adding awareness of these services help people finding them more easily and support in finding meaningful leisure time activity.

As an example, due to the visual and, typical to cultural activities, emotional type of the service, Cultural Exercise would be favorable for utilizing more visual social media such as Instagram. In addition for the city representative to post content about Cultural Exercise, even more efficient in terms of raised awareness would be to offer the possibility for the users to share their experiences and for the city content manager to re-post few of the pictures. Cross-posting the Instagram pictures in other social media would generate even more views. Engaging the users in creating visual content, for example, in terms of a Cultural Exercise photo contest or during an organized event, or combine these both into an organized Instagram photo walk, would add visibility and awareness of the service among social media users, spreading the visibility of the service also to those social media users visiting the city as tourists or for business purposes. The hashtags for Cultural Exercise would also need to be promoted so that the content would be easily viewable, #kulttuurikuntoilu to be one very obvious one. Follow-up and emphasizing the content created and shared by users would give them a feeling of being cared of. A feed of Instagram pictures could also be embedded on the Recreation Division website.

Throughout the research it was easy to reach and involve the people who are enthusiastic about culture or participating in activities such as co-creation. However, to reach a wider audience than just the active ones, digital cannot be considered as the only media of information sharing as there is still a big part of the population who is not active in social media, as was discovered in the study. To add awareness of this service cooperation with occupational healthcare, residences of the elderly people, third sector associations supporting socio-economically weakly-positioned people and
daycares and schools would be important. Cultural Exercise could also offer a fun and informative way for migrants to get familiar with their new home city.

As mentioned, events related to Cultural Exercise came up several times during the process. Cultural Exercise was considered a good excuse to meet friends and family – even strangers, to add people’s social possibilities. Through the elderly personas a Cultural Exercise event for dating came up. Would Valentine’s Day event for Romantic Turku route get people to go on Cultural Exercise walk during winter? Idea taken further was a Cultural Exercise Friend concept where volunteers would be available to meet and go out for a Cultural Exercise walk, or wheelchair walk, with elderly people needing company. While this way Cultural Exercise would also approach the challenge of loneliness supporting well-being of aging people in many levels, organized events would also raise the awareness of the service itself as all of the events also produce content that is very favorable for sharing. These ideas are taken into account in the developed service blueprints that are presented in chapter 8.3.

8.2 Improved User Experience

Informational ingredients

The individual suggestions to improve the Cultural Exercise gathered during the process were about improving the maps of the Cultural Exercise by pointing out the places to rest such as cafes, benches and children’s playgrounds on the maps, information about the distances between spots and whether the route is possible to bike around.

Routes

Almost all of the people participating in the process had at least one idea for a route. A way to decide a route and in parallel add awareness about Cultural Exercise would be to create a poll about a new Cultural Exercise route theme and, in the spirit of service design, invite citizens and other stakeholders in for ideating and the co-creation of route. Depending on the resources the routes could be created only for the mobile application of CityNomadi. Further possibilities to use this mobile application and encourage citizens to create and share their own routes while sharing them online by Cultural Exercise social media could be considered. Also, as the co-creation of routes would proceed, City of Turku could use the material such as pictures taken during workshops as content to be shared via their social media pages - again to raise the awareness of the service.
The accessibility of the routes is also a theme that would be important to take into account with Cultural Exercise. The City of Kuopio offers accessible Walker Routes to the senior citizens. Cultural Exercise could better support the people with mobility challenges to enjoy culture and outdoor recreation by routes that take the accessibility of the routes into account. All the route ideas are listed in Appendix 19.

**Technology**

As noticed during the process of benchmarking, the City of Tampere uses videos to enliven their cultural walking routes. Similarly, Cultural Exercise would likely benefit from this kind of an opportunity offered for the users. Videos could also be used for marketing purposes to add awareness of the service. Routes could also utilize QR codes which could be scanned for additional information such as the mentioned videos, pictures or text. Visibility of QR codes might lead in curious by-passers scanning them and provide them with a cultural surprise - although maintaining them might take some resources.

For even more digitized experience, augmented reality could be added on routes for the users to view video clips or animation related to the Cultural Exercise spot at place using their smart devices. Again, for the creation of content such as augmented reality, crowdsourcing would be an interesting option, for example in terms of a hackathon where teams of software programmers and graphic designers would make the Cultural Exercise stories live on smart device screens.

8.3 Visualizing the Conceptual Ideas

The visualization of the ideas is conducted by developing the service blueprints. Two personas created in the workshops were selected for the blueprints for their different lifestyles. The first persona, “Aino”, a millennial, was selected for further processing due to her assumed skills and willingness to use smart devices and related applications, which taken into account, would make reviewing the blueprint somewhat more dimensional. “Kauko and Tyyne” present the service through the perspective of an elderly couple that use more traditional media and ways of communication.

The first blueprint (Appendix 20) visualizes “Aino” attending a socializing event built around “Lost in Turku” route (Appendix 3). The blueprint acknowledges the ideas of improved social media marketing for information sharing, the requests for events where one can meet people and the utilization of technology. In the blueprint Aino finds an advertisement about Cultural Exercise event on Facebook, communicates with the organizer and finally participates in the event which also encourages her to find out more about other services of the organizer.
In the latter blueprint (Appendix 21) “Kauko and Tyyne” take part in Cultural Exercise Friend concept where friends for Cultural Exercising are coordinated for elderly people who need company. The blueprint summarizes the journey of Kauko and Tyyne from finding the information from a local magazine, going to an information event, a training session and finally meeting an older gentleman for a Cultural Exercise wheelchair walk in Pansio neighborhood.

8.4 Ideas to Enable Design Thinking within the Recreation Division

As was mentioned earlier in the study the public sector is not yet using service design efficiently. Many of the challenges relate to the fact that service design is still rather an unknown discipline. Evidence of successful service design needs to be shared by service designers and the stakeholders participating in service design projects. In addition for the developed service and the service design project to be truly effective, each service design project should accumulate the know-how of the participants and to provide with tools and perspective for future work, was it service development or daily activities. As indicated by Design Council’s Design Ladder (Chapter 3.2), instead of one-off projects where expensive consultants are utilized, the public sector would benefit more from the utilization of design thinking by the employees themselves. For design thinking one does not have to be a designer but the customer-centric perspective can be learnt and achieved by anyone using the tools (Brown 2009, 86).

Brown presents ideas how to start rooting design thinking into one’s organization. He starts with recommending to involve design thinkers across the organization and allow them to create unexpected ideas and challenge the status quo. Brown emphasizes the importance of human-centered approach to deeply understand the users. During the design process he suggests to “Fail early, fail often” by prototyping solutions as early as possible and learn from the errors made. Prototypes do not need to be physical but even improvised acting can work as one. Brown recommends the team members involved in the design project to stay in the position for the whole project for motivational and learning purposes. (Brown 2009, 229-236.)

For extreme inspirational expertise Brown recommends to find special enthusiasts. He also emphasizes sharing the inspiration internally. Working together on ideas makes the process productive, creative and fun. By blending in diverse ways for innovation, encouraging to experiment and finding possibilities across organizations by looking further from the departmental silos helps in finding the most interesting ideas and opportunities. He also reminds that creative and brisk design-thinking is not really compatible with bureaucratic budgeting and reporting cycles but it would require
more flexibility from the organization as well. (Brown 2009, 229-236.)

For design thinking to root in the organization of the City of Turku as part of this thesis a list of ideas how to enable design thinking and to the experimented tools of the thesis could be utilized.

**Personas and service blueprint** make an effective pair. While the blueprint helps in understanding the whole of a service by visualizing its details and supports maintaining the service when any updates or additions are made, personas as concrete and identifiable profiles support maintaining the service content. Personas help in viewing the service through user’s eyes when identifying possible problem areas. The Recreation Division could either use the personas created during the study, or create personas of their prevailing focus groups to guide and support the service development. The initial blueprint and the improved blueprint can be used as an example when creating blueprints for wider perspective or new design challenges.

**Observation** gives insights of the people and their behavior which is important information for design thinking and service design. Observation supports in understanding both customer and how they use and experience the service. Interviewing the observees will help in understanding the experience and provide deeper information. **Probes** would support further in mapping out the habits of the Recreation Division’s customers to better, more deeply, understand their needs and lifestyles as well as map out the usage of the services offered by the Recreation Division. This material could further be utilized for developing the personas for the Recreation Division purposes. For probes a wider audience of citizens should be reached and motivated to use and return the probe set but the size of the target group should still be manageable.

**Co-creation** make ideas fly. Inviting all the stakeholders to a workshop to brainstorm together will bring in opinions, feedback and perspectives of several angles. It will engage the users in the process of creation, and further on as users of the service, show them that their input is appreciated and respected and support creating the services that are needed by the users. Co-creation is about involving the users in the development, concretizing an aim of well-being strategies.

As the Recreation Division is building understanding of service design they might also benefit from **service safaris** where the service producer representatives set themselves in the role of the customer experiencing and documenting the service by attending one as a role of a customer. In the service design projects of the City of Helsinki the service safaris were found both eye-opening widening the subjective perspective to more objective and on the other hand acting as team-strengthening activity taking place outside the organizational structures in informal manner. (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011, 154-155; Hänninen & Jyrämä, 2015, 161-164.)
While this study has not touchbased **prototyping** in practice, it is one of the centric methods of service design. Prototyping is about testing; with a quickly built prototype it is possible to verify and understand whether the service that is being designed is functional and easy to use, appealing to the user, realizable for the service provider and financially and logistically feasible. (Tuulaniemi 2011, 196-197.) When the Recreation Division is developing their services, it is easy and cost-efficient to collect this type of understanding already during early stage of the development by creating prototypes and validate the functionality with low costs.
9 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
9.1 The Process and the Results

This research has built a view of the possibilities for service design in the context of services promoting well-being in the public sector through a case of Cultural Exercise by the Recreation Division of the City of Turku, and related theory. The public sector can support the health and well-being of citizens by offering them accessible and meaningful activities and involve them in the creation of such, which, intrinsically, also adds well-being experiences (Chapter 3.2.1). Cultural Exercise supports health and well-being through culture and exercise which efficiency has been recognized in the mental and physical health of their consumers. The focus groups of Recreation Division were kept in mind throughout the research. It quickly became evident that it is rather easy to reach naturally active people but involving in the more passive people would be challenging. This perspective was attained with the research methods, such as observations, fictional personas and through the theory. An interesting and needed subject for further, even longitudinal, study would be to look into means to motivate passive people in participating and the impacts of this on their subjective well-being.

The first research question reached for improvement ideas for Cultural Exercise. By reviewing the research, it can be noted that a lot of ideas from small ones to larger conceptual ones were gained with the service design methods. It became evident how people make an enormous resource of ideas when they are being heard.

The insights gathered with survey, observations and through social media present Cultural Exercise as a well conducted and well-liked service, however, rather unfamiliar, even among the people who are active culture consumers. Based on these insights ideas how to raise the awareness and appeal of the service experience to wider audi-
ence were pondered. Firstly, ideas of utilizing social media more were presented for efficient and cost-effective awareness and customer engagement. However, it was stated that social media should still not be the only channel for reaching the audience as not everyone uses it. Secondly, improvements for the user experience during the routes were introduced in terms of added details on the maps, new routes, media utilization during the journey and organized events to socialize. Additionally, it was noted that the improvements made for the service, was it an organized event or additional media for the routes, also make great content to be shared in social media to raise the awareness. In addition to the cultural and physical well-being Cultural Exercise offers, it was also ideated to be a service to tackle challenges of loneliness.

The latter ideas were received through several methods where the online survey was one important channel. Survey seems to be a simple tool for the researcher and also for a user to share opinions and feedback, but, on the other hand, it lacks two-way communication and related possibilities where the ideas could be taken further. For further research the service design possibilities of digital collaborative brainstorming tools could be examined. Benchmarking brought in some interesting details about other similar services which could be utilized in Cultural Exercise, such as videos and the theme of accessibility.

Another very productive method of ideating were the brainstorming workshops where the users were gathered together for co-creation. The approach of ideating upon personas was very fruitful. In this case, the small size and certain homogeneity of the groups functioned well, while groups with different dynamics would likely produce different results. The discussion about the challenges and possibilities of well-being was vibrant and open. Some participants even ended up planning a get-together, which shows the social possibilities of such events. Perhaps a more convenient timing for the brainstorming sessions might have been during the theme week. A pop-up type of a brainstorming space would have been an interesting way to experiment co-creation where perhaps by-passers from more different backgrounds might have become involved in the experiment.

The experiment of design probes method did not attract the users in general as much as was initially estimated and its results remained scant. However, as per this experiment and the theory it is likely that probing can provide deeper insights about individuals’ experiences of different phenomena. The method needs to be planned carefully and the probers motivated and equipped with tools that encourage and inspire them to express their experiences, emotions and feelings. It is also likely that probes as a method is more attractive to persons who are used to describing their experiences verbally or visually.

The ideas gathered were turned into larger conceptual ideas of events that were visualized with
service blueprints which was found an effective tool to both build an initial view of the service and further on, visualize the conceptual ideas.

In addition, the research also presented ideas how to start enabling design thinking inside the organization of Recreation Division. Each service design project is a learning journey accumulating the knowledge and in the thesis the ideas how to root design thinking within the organization were discussed. Design thinking as a practice supports the well-being of not only the service end-users but also the employees themselves. An interesting subject for further study would be to see how design thinking is experienced in public sector organizations, how it can be used to support the daily work and what types of impacts it has.

It is also notable that not only can service design identify places for improvement or produce improvement ideas but it can also reinforce the service provider's perspective of the service and its quality – this in positive perspective as well.

Each of the method took the process forward with new and completing insights. The chosen ones reached their aims in varying success which was meaningful for the learning experience of the researcher. While some methods seem theoretically suitable for the context, everything is about the people and their responsiveness – which fluctuates. For a service designer it is important to be able to gain the understanding of different methods but perhaps even more importantly to be able to improvise and experiment with the methods. Here the methods used did not successfully reach the perspective of passive which is also important for further reflection. Additionally, the creative process could have involved in more of the city personnel while now it focused nearly completely on the users and the organization stakeholders remained more of a planning resource. Fortunately, the story of Cultural Exercise will continue in summer 2016 where the results of this study will be used to further develop the service experience. It is yet to be seen how effective the ideas presented are but the plan is to follow them up.

The second research question looked into possibilities of service design in the well-being promoting work in the context of public sector. The setup is complex yet current. The well-being of citizens is to be maintained in challenges that are unprecedented. The well-being promoting work is highlighted in the strategy of Finland, its cities and municipalities (Chapter 4). As discovered in the study, the potential of service design to support well-being promoting has been recognized as high as in the governmental programmes. Yet service design and customers as a resource of innovation have their challenges in the public sector environment and are still rather being experimented with, than a solid part of public sector development (Chapter 3.3).

As noted in the research, service design, as a methodology is participatory by nature while participating is an important factor of achieving well-being
on subjective level and an aim and method of well-being strategies (Chapter 4). Involving the users in the process will not only provide them with a possibility to impact in the development of services they find meaningful, but will offer them an environment to socialize, be creative and feel needed and trusted (Chapter 3.2.1). Additionally, service design has also been recognized to add the job satisfaction of the service provider representatives. Throughout the research process it was notable how delighted people were when they were involved in the process. **Service design can be seen as a well-being promoting activity per se.**

Not only will the co-creational process itself formulate well-being but the aim of the service design is to design services that are needed and functional and thus add well-being. The investigative approach of service design provides deep and important information about users to be utilized in the service development. It also automatically sets the customer in the middle of the whole development process and involves user in the process in several levels (Chapter 3.2.1). While users are involved in the creation process, they will be more engaged further on in using the service – even act as ambassadors of the service. Using, or co-producing, the service will, again, result in enhanced life quality and health. Offering and maintaining well-being promoting services help citizens to find affordable, meaningful and health enhancing leisure time activity, what Cultural Exercise is an example of. As stated in Chapter 5 positive experiences encourage people for more exercising. **Improved experiences in the subjective well-being will gradually lead in positive impacts on larger scale.**

In the times of diminishing resources of the Finnish public sector, service design is a methodology where costs can be saved when unnecessary structures can be identified and removed during the design process while the service quality is not sacrificed. As the public sector services are free or low-cost for the users, maintaining the cost perspective is important. When the modern society is struggling with challenges, service design can be a very human approach to support sustainable innovation and service production where costs are saved in parallel. When the effort is placed on the well-being promoting services that act preventative against mental and physical problems and the citizens are engaged in using and improving these services to fulfill their needs, the costly care and rehabilitation services will benefit from the lightened burden.

Furthermore, when reviewed through Erik Allardt’s aforementioned theory (Chapter 4.1), service design and the services that are produced using its human-centric methods can be seen to complement all the three dimensions of well-being. The perspective of sustainability (Chapter 4.3) taken into account, the developed services impact positively on the surroundings and environment where people live (“Having”). The social inclusion of ser-
ervice design bring people together to ideate, socialize and participate (“Loving”). Service design also offers them a way to be part of the decision making and development as well as the services that create part of their life (“Being”). The theories of well-being could be used to review a success of a sustainable service design process while this would make an interesting theme for further research in the area of well-being promoting and service design.

The effort that is placed on the well-being promoting services on societal level and policy making will reflect in a positive manner on individual level, and similarly, the effort that is placed on the well-being promoting services on an individual level will reflect in a positive manner on the societal level.

9.2 Shaping the Future Together

The purpose of welfare society is to assure the well-being of its citizens. The surrounding economic situation pressures public sector to save costs while the well-being challenges of the citizens are real and increasing. To avoid sacrificing the well-being of citizens and the quality of the services offered for the citizens, the public sector needs new innovational methods.

The possibilities of service design in the public sector, in the creation of future’s well-being seem promising. By the co-creational and iterative approach the services can cost-efficiently be adjusted and continuously shaped with the users, to reflect the need of the users - instead of the people having to adjust to the services that were once built. The public sector that is often considered change-resistant is turning towards human-centricity where the innovational culture of experimentation is accepted and encouraged and the citizens are allowed in to participate in the process. This process requires courage and new mindset, up to the level of policy-making. Service design could provide the tools to start tackling the challenges and Finland as a renowned welfare state could lead the way in the public sector innovation where the future’s well-being would be built together.
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Appendix 1(1)

Cultural Exercise Map: Piiloleikki

Martinsilan ja Turun Linnen viikkiläiset tekivät piiloleikkien, 5-20 seentimetrin korvilla omaksunpohteluita. Piiloleikin tavoitteena on löytää kokoentunut maitotikku. Piiloleikki on taidokkaata Opas Tikkajärven suunnitteluirja ja yhdessä lasten kanssa toteutettava teos.


Piiloleikin pituus n. 2 km.
PIILOLEIKKI

Martti Allin ja Tunun Linnan väliin sijoitettu jakamäärä on joko manuaali- tai elektroninen. Heidän voicekkejä, joiden käyttäjänä ovat PIILOLEIKKI ja aikuiset juoksijat, eivät ole yhtä. 

Lapset vähitellen miettivät pitkäpäät. Lisäksi heitä on haastatteltu tekoäidiksi liittyvän oikeudellisen varsian. Älä sekoita kokonaisuutta lähettää keskustelutoimia

www.turku.fi/kutosturkku

1. Pekka Nurmi N60°26.694, E22°13.206
2. Kaisa Kajalo N60°26.69, E22°15.278
4. Lukas Nurmi N60°26.518, E22°14.825
6. Aurora Santala N60°26.461, E22°14.825
10.linea Setälä N60°26.448, E22°14.771
15. Anna Ekholm N60°26.405, E22°14.648
18. Katrina Tomberg N60°26.693, E22°15.275
23. Reni Kuusisto N60°26.346, E22°14.342
24. Marta Pantin N60°26.204, E22°14.132
25. Rebecca Huhtamäki N60°26.110, E22°13.885
27. Leppi Virtanen N60°26.002, E22°13.820

Cultural Exercise Map: Runosmäki

Runosmäki is a minor part of Vauxmanstiettien kupaarea area located to the north. Despite the small size, Runosmäki has a variety of cultural and leisure activities. There are several historical and cultural sites, such as picturesque parks, museums, and cultural centers. The area is also known for its lively cultural life, with numerous events and festivals throughout the year.

This cultural exercise map provides a detailed overview of the area, highlighting the main cultural sites and attractions. It includes information on how to reach the sites, timings, and special activities. The map is designed to help visitors discover the hidden gems of Runosmäki and enjoy the cultural heritage of the area.

Visit the website www.turku.fi/kulttuurikunta to learn more about the cultural activities in Runosmäki.
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Cultural Exercise Map: Lost in Turku

LOST IN TURKU – esymistä, katsoamista ja luottamista Turussa


Retin aikana luottuessaan siihen, mitä kaikkea Turussa on kadonnut ja löydetä. Yritä olla lähimmän, jos sattuu olevan näin, että Turun keskustaa on niin tultu paikka, ettei esymistä tunneta, se on uudesta nälänpäivästä kadonnut ja niin on olemassa vastaaviin palvelemaan retkipisteeseen retkipisteeseen.

Löydä Lost in Turku, pelaa tunnustamaa matkustamista retkipisteistä löytävät tärkeimmät näköasemat netissä. Tulostu materiaalit myös muihin kulttuurikokemukseihin.

Kaikki retkipisteet saat mobiiliversioista. Lisääksi: www.turku.fi/kulturnurkot
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1. Turun linna
Turun linna on hyvin mesmerointi, tästä kännykkä on hyvin ylivertailutu etätyö

Jalkakulkue Turun linnoilta on kapea ja jyrkä. Vuoroti ja kumpu ovat hyvin suhteellisesti laskeutumattomat. Turun linna on hyvin keskittyneet, mutta ne ovat kuitenkin suhteellisesti laskeutumattomat. Turun linna on hyvin keskittyneet, mutta ne ovat kuitenkin suhteellisesti laskeutumattomat.

2. Ensimmäinen liitou
Olut todennäköisesti on jätännut linjan itsemittäisesti, ja liitot ryöstelmien liitou

Miksi olut todennäköisesti on jätännut linjan itsemittäisesti, ja liitot ryöstelmien liitou

3. Pulkku rasvatien vieressä
Tällä puulla on vielä historian jälkeen kulkeutunut jälkeen ja suuntautuvat

Kapinajärven puolelta tuli puulla vielä historian jälkeen kulkeutunut jälkeen ja suuntautuvat

4. Museokeskuksen rakennus
Kaisaolaspakallata

Tässä rakennuksessa Turku viimeistään hyvin ja auki

Museokeskuksen näkövyys on hyvin Turun ja Yleisten Suurten – palokunnanrakennuksen ja kulttuurikeskuksen välillä kuten ja aukiolaisuus on aivan erilainen. Tämä on yksi puheen, joka paluu puolelta ja kaiken tarvitsen tiedon ja ymmärryksen tapaan. Lähimmäisen puolelta on näkyvää paljon niitä, jotka ovat kuitenkin puolelta ja kaiken tarvitsen tiedon ja ymmärryksen tapaan.

5. Kaikkien korkein palikka
Konesaarnamäki näkö puolelta ja linjat kuinet ovat

Jos tuli päällä, siis pavedalla värin sydämiä ja konesaarnamäki kuinu, vaap uus hyvänä ensimmäinen

Rusk. Jussi Viitas

6. Mies huhkauksen
Kakolanmäelle

Kakolanmäelle on huhutut aika ja etätyö

Kakolanmäelle on huhutut aika ja etätyö

7. Kaunis kaupungin talo
Porttikatu taloja ulkoisin tivistä, yhdeksän hallintokeskuksen asuin kaltevat ja maksa

Miksi yhdeksän hallintokeskuksen asuin kaltevat ja maksa

8. Turussa katoaa pelkkäpää, mielihäntä ja seljöllä
Sairaanhoitokeskus on suurin kattaranta palkitse

Eri Turussa kataakin nurkien arvostelut yli kaukaa ja mielihäntä, mutta yleiset, että kaukaa

9. Toinen korkean paikan pillo
Keret tumventi tänään pikku, jonka tulee tänne tänne kuvaten kahvitava pinta

Keret tumventi tummea pilloa, ja muutamia ehdotut sekä kadun julkisena ja suorana keskustelussa. Tässä keret on kädet, ja mielihäntä erilaisilta valuineilla on tämän kuvaston tilanteessa.

10. Pellon löytöväristeitä
Turussa löytyy rakennus, yli- ja pohjavyö

Pellon löytöväristeitä on aika 0–15. Kunnialla kunnialla on Turussa löytynyt kunnialla

Pellon löytöväristeitä on aika 0–15. Kunnialla kunnialla on Turussa löytynyt kunnialla

11. Kästäyliliskakulma
Kulma

Kulma

12. Kaupungin parhaista ilmakuvaistroimisista
Wekserin kauhutikallot kuvaataan on hyvä seuraava

Miksi seuraavan, kunsa on jo käsiteltyt seuraavia

Jokin suorasta kauhutikallota, kunsa on jo käsiteltyt seuraavia

Jokin suorasta kauhutikallota, kunsa on jo käsiteltyt seuraavia

Jokin suorasta kauhutikallota, kunsa on jo käsiteltyt seuraavia

Jokin suorasta kauhutikallota, kunsa on jo käsiteltyt seuraavia

Jokin suorasta kauhutikallota, kunsa on jo käsiteltyt seuraavia

Jokin suorasta kauhutikallota, kunsa on jo käsiteltyt seuraavia

Jokin suorasta kauhutikallota, kunsa on jo käsiteltyt seuraavia
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**Full List of Cultural Exercise Routes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ArkkitehTOUR</td>
<td>The change of urban view and architecture in Turku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runosmäki</td>
<td>Miniature portrait statues created by children of Turku hid in the river banks of Aurajoki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ihmeellinen Turku</td>
<td>The poetic route of Runosmäki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patsastelu</td>
<td>Who is who among statues; The history and background of statues of Turku city centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaupunkitarinoita Turusta</td>
<td>Amazing stories of Turku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porrastelu</td>
<td>History of Turku and hundreds of steps among the route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost in Turku</td>
<td>Urban stories and legends of Turku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romanttinen Turku</td>
<td>Romantic stories and locations in Turku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turku palaa kartalle</td>
<td>A route for getting lost and find something new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turku on...</td>
<td>Historical route along Aurajoki to the Old Castle of Lieto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pansio</td>
<td>The historical curiosities of Turku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turku on...</td>
<td>Facing Turku city from new perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pansio</td>
<td>History and stories of Pansio neighborhood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Online Survey

Kulttuurikunta - Kysely kulttuurikuntoltaa Turussa

11. Onko kulttuurikuntoltaa sinulle luttu palveleva? *
   - Valitse
      - Ja
      - Ei

12. Miksi kulttuurikuntolu on sinulle luttu palveleva?
   - Turun kaupungin Internet-sivut
   - Uuden kulttuurikuntolu kartoja esim. kirjastosta
   - Nomidi-mobiiliviestit
   - Google search hakusana
   - Kulttuuriviera
   - Turkuopili
   - Kulttuurikuntolu-teejäviöjen tapahtumat
   - Muu

13. Miten seurann hoeidat olet tutustunut:
  VALITSE ohjeen mukaan kahden ne reiäsi, johon olet tutustunut
   - Asemi/TOUR
   - Kaupunginosat Turusta
   - Pihalehti
   - Turku on...
   - Runninluki
   - Turku palaa kansi
   - Pertsonilta
   - Inmaailm Turku
   - Pohjakeva
   - Romaniat Turku
   - Pertsonilta
   - List in Turku
   - Muu

14. Miksi on ollut käytössä kulttuurikuntolain, mitkä kartannuudet ollaan mielellä?
   - Kulttuurikuntolu-päivitystö
   - Turun kaupungin kulttuurikuntolu
   - Muu

15. Milloin kokeneit kulttuurikuntolain? Miksi on ollut tärkeää, mikä tärkeää paljon tärkeää?
   - Onko teidän kulttuurikuntolain ollut tärkeää?
   - Onko teidän kulttuurikuntolain ollut tärkeää?

16. Mitä on ollut käytössä kulttuurikuntolain, millaisia mittakaavaa on palveleva?
   - Millaisia mittakaavoja kulttuurikuntolu sinulle tuo?

17. Onko sinulta uusia ajatteluita, kulttuurikuntolain vaikutuksista ja ideista kulttuurikuntolain asuina?
   - Onko teidän kulttuurikuntolain vaikutuksista?
   - Onko teidän kulttuurikuntolain vaikutuksista?

18. Kuinka todennäköisesti kyselytilanteen
   1-5 suosittelee 10-käskyleg
   - Kulttuurikuntolu 1-10
   <--- Edellinen  ---> Seuraava

Yhteydet:
- Viesti
- Kuva
- Suunnittelun
- Sähköposti

Miksi sinulla on kyvyttää ulostäällä ja tarjontajärjestelyisi, jota tämä kysely tukee, voidaan syrjäyttää ja tarkoittaa osoittautuksia.
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QR Codes and Links Shared during the Theme Week of Cultural Exercise

Kulttuurikuntoilu – kysely, sovellus ja www-sivut

http://bit.ly/1J3T51g
Kyselylomake

app.citynomadi.com
Nomadi-sovellus

www.turku.fi/kulttuurikuntoilu
Kulttuurikuntoilun www-sivut

Kiitos palautteesta, kulttuurikuntoilun iloa!
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#kulttuurikuntoilu on Twitter
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Invitation Letter to Cultural Exercise Development

Kulttuurikuntoliitukunnan kehitysryhmä - tervetuloa mukaan!

Tervehdyssä!


Kehtimistyönä on osallistua tuesta, ja tämä yhteistoiminnallisuus:


Tämänkin tärkeä ojentaa sekä luottamasta että työpaikoista ilmoittautumisen perusteelä, mikäli sitä on kysyttävää kehitystööksentelystä tai opinnäytetyölükirjuksesta, voit ottaa yhteyttä miinun sähköpostesi.

Oheessa vielä linkki Turun kaupungin kulttuurikuntoliitukseelle: http://www.turku.likkuullukiituu

Kiitos aukiotaan ja auttikoista aikuisyygyyksellä!

Tervetuliaisin,
Mari Lounavaara, palvelumuotoilupalvelu

lounavaara.mari@gmail.com
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Instructions to Design Probes

Tervetuloa mukaan käyttämään muotoiluluotaimia osana kulttuurikuntoilun kehittämistutkimusta!
Olet juuri saanut luotainpakkausen, jonka sisällä on kynä, muistikirja sekä kartta.
Lisäksi voit käyttää luotentehätavássä omaa kameraa, älypuhelinta, tabletin tai tietokonetta, jolloin voit kuvata ympäristöä, äänittää ajatuksiasi tai kuvata videota.

Tee näin:

Pidä vihko, kynä ja kartta mukana lähteissä ulos, näin voit tehdä muistiinpanoja asioita havainnoidessasi.
Kirjoita tai piirrä ajatuksesi vihkoon omalla tavallasi. Voit myös kuvata tai äänittää, mikäli käytät esim. älypuhelintasi.
Karttaan voit tehdä muistiinpanoja paikoista.

Eväitä luotainten käyttöön:

Ota mukaasi jokin kulttuurikuntoilukartta ja lähe valitsemallasi kokoonpanolla kulttuurikuntoilemaan. Pohdi matkalla kokemaasi ja tee muistiinpanoja, kun ajankohta tuntuu sopivalta. Voit esimerkiksi käsitellä seuraavia asioita:

Minkä reitin valitsit? Löysitkö kartan helposti? Haitko valmiin kartan, tulostitko itse vai käytitkö CityNomadia? Miten kuljit reitin?
Mikä reitissä oli kiinnostavaa? Heräsikö reitillä uusia ajatuksia? Jos kuljit reitin yhdessä jonkun kanssa, millaisista asioista keskustelitte?
Millainen ilma oli? Miltä tuntui jälkeenpäin?

... Vai eikö ehkä huvittanutkaan lähteä? - Miksi ei?

Voit myös pohtia laajemmin; mikä lähiympäristöissäsi tai kotikaupungissasi on mielenkiintoista, erityistä sinulle, erityisen hyvää tai erityisen kurjaa. Mieti asioita myös kulttuurikuntoilun kannalta; puuttuuko reitistöä jotain? Mikä olisi unelmareittisi? Mitä muuta kulttuurikuntoilu voisi olla?

Palauta luotainpakkaus, kun tunnet olevasi valmis; viimeistään kuitenkin viikon 39 loppuu mennessä. Kuvat ja sähköisen materiaalin voit palauttaa suoraan osoitteeseen tutkimus.kulttuurikuntoilu@gmail.com – samaan osoitteeseen voit laitta sähköpostia, kun haluat palauttaa pakkaoksen tai sinulla on kysyttävää.

Luotailun iloa!

Luotainpakkaus

Olet juuri saanut luotainpakkausen, jonka sisällä on kynä, muistikirja sekä kartta.
Lisäksi voit käyttää luotentehätavássä omaa kameraa, älypuhelinta, tabletin tai tietokonetta, jolloin voit kuvata ympäristöä, äänittää ajatuksiasi tai kuvata videota.

Tee näin:

Pidä vihko, kynä ja kartta mukana lähteissä ulos, näin voit tehdä muistiinpanoja asioita havainnoidessasi.
Kirjoita tai piirrä ajatuksesi vihkoon omalla tavallasi. Voit myös kuvata tai äänittää, mikäli käytät esim. älypuhelintasi.
Karttaan voit tehdä muistiinpanoja paikoista.

Eväitä luotainten käyttöön:

Ota mukaasi jokin kulttuurikuntoilukartta ja lähe valitsemallasi kokoonpanolla kulttuurikuntoilemaan. Pohdi matkalla kokemaasi ja tee muistiinpanoja, kun ajankohta tuntuu sopivalta. Voit esimerkiksi käsitellä seuraavia asioita:

Minkä reitin valitsit? Löysitkö kartan helposti? Haitko valmiin kartan, tulostitko itse vai käytitkö CityNomadia? Miten kuljit reitin?
Mikä reitissä oli kiinnostavaa? Heräsikö reitillä uusia ajatuksia? Jos kuljit reitin yhdessä jonkun kanssa, millaisista asioista keskustelitte?
Millainen ilma oli? Miltä tuntui jälkeenpäin?

... Vai eikö ehkä huvittanutkaan lähteä? - Miksi ei?

Voit myös pohtia laajemmin; mikä lähiympäristöissäsi tai kotikaupungissasi on mielenkiintoista, erityistä sinulle, erityisen hyvää tai erityisen kurjaa. Mieti asioita myös kulttuurikuntoilun kannalta; puuttuuko reitistöä jotain? Mikä olisi unelmareittisi? Mitä muuta kulttuurikuntoilu voisi olla?

Palauta luotainpakkaus, kun tunnet olevasi valmis; viimeistään kuitenkin viikon 39 loppuu mennessä. Kuvat ja sähköisen materiaalin voit palauttaa suoraan osoitteeseen tutkimus.kulttuurikuntoilu@gmail.com – samaan osoitteeseen voit laitta sähköpostia, kun haluat palauttaa pakkaoksen tai sinulla on kysyttävää.

Luotailun iloa!

Luotainpakkaus
Sari 45 is an accountant and a single mother of two children likes to read, watch the TV and take care of the home. Being a little overweight with poorish physical condition she likes to go out for a walk and consume culture every now and then.
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Persona “Mikko”

A student of statistics, Mikko 25, likes online role games and goes for board game nights once a week and live action role plays twice a month. He is about to graduate soon and is afraid of the emptiness the new phase of life might mean. He is in a poor physical condition with some overweight.
Persona “Jonna”

Teenager, Jonna 17,5 years, is from a wealthy family and lives with her parents. While school is easy for her, her favorite hobbies are shopping and mobile games. The exercise she gets is shopping in the Hansakorttel mall of Turku City centre. Her parents have always replaced the relationship to their daughter with money.
55 years is a father of 3 children. He works at the dockyard as a metal worker and spends his spare time in a pub close by drinking. His favorite foods is HK Sininen sausage and microwave pizza and all the exercise he gets is from between the couch and fridge as well as home and the pub.
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Persona “Marja-Leena”

A single-mother of two, Marja-Leena 35 years, works at a phone switch in Turku Energia but is currently on parental leave with her children. Being a single mother she has no time for herself and she has had to give up her old hobbies of jogging and gym.
Persona "Reijo"

Middle-aged man Reijo lives with Krisse who is a hairdresser and has two children from her previous marriage. Reijo works as a trash driver and enjoys Formula 1, pub and darts while his diet consists of beer and sausage. Reijo is stubborn and does not speak a lot while Krisse is a fitness freak.
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Persona “Aino”

Aino, 21, is a student of philosophy and originally from Tornio, Northern Finland. She enjoys tea and watching Downton Abbey. Her only friend is her cat although she would like to have more social life, and work, for example, as a volunteer friend for the elderly people.
Persona “Kauko and Tyyne”

Kauko and Tyyne are an elderly married couple with three grandchildren. Tyyne worked as a cook at school and Kauko as an electrician in his own business. Tyyne misses their grandchildren and would like to travel more but Kauko is not interested. Kauko has some challenges with his memory and spends most of the time in the front of their television at home. Having coffee with their neighbor Pirjo brings change for Tyyne’s rather lonely everyday life.
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**List of Route Ideas**

Cemeteries route

Closed doors of Turku

Dog route

Flowers and blooming trees; cherry blossom path, lilac path

Geocaching route

Goblin path

Magic forest

International Turku across Centuries

Jugend-Turku

Movie route

Route of Kakolanmäki

Route of Ruissalo

The best sides of Turku

The historical women of Turku

The most beautiful benches of parks

The most beautiful destinations

The most interesting views

The position of child in different ages

Turku for Aliens

Turku literature

Turku Neighbourhood routes

Turku of Graphic Artists

Turku race

Tälpuol <> Toispuol (This/that side of the river)

Vares route
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The Service Blueprint of Aino Attending an Cultural Exercise Event
Appendix 21

The Service Blueprint of Kauko and Tyyne Participating in Cultural Exercise Friend Concept.